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The legacy of the Black Panther Party's commitment to
community health care, a central aspect of its fight for
social justice
The sit-ins of the American civil rights movement were
extraordinary acts of dissent in an age marked by
protest. By sitting in at "whites only" lunch counters,
libraries, beaches, swimming pools, skating rinks, and
churches, young African Americans and their allies put
their lives on the line, fully aware that their actions would
almost inevitably incite hateful, violent responses from
entrenched and increasingly desperate white
segregationists. And yet they did so in great numbers:
most estimates suggest that in 1960 alone more than
seventy thousand young people participated in sit-ins
across the American South and more than three
thousand were arrested. The simplicity and purity of the
act of sitting in, coupled with the dignity and grace
exhibited by participants, lent to the sit-in movement's
sanctity and peaceful power. In Like Wildfire, editors
Sean Patrick O'Rourke and Lesli K. Pace seek to clarify
and analyze the power of civil rights sit-ins as rhetorical
acts—persuasive campaigns designed to alter
perceptions of apartheid social structures and to change
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offer a new appraisal of the origins, growth, and legacy
of the sit-ins, which has gone largely ignored in scholarly
literature. The authors examine different forms of sittingin and the evolution of the rhetorical dynamics of sit-in
protests, detailing the organizational strategies they
employed and connecting them to later protests. By
focusing on the persuasive power of demanding space,
the contributors articulate the ways in which the
protestors' battle for basic civil rights shaped social
practices, laws, and the national dialogue. O'Rourke and
Pace maintain that the legacies of the civil rights sit-ins
have been many, complicated, and at times
undervalued.
How racial and class differences influenced the modern
women's movement
Disability is often mentioned in discussions of slave
health, mistreatment and abuse, but constructs of how
"able" and "disabled" bodies influenced the institution of
slavery has gone largely overlooked. This volume
uncovers a history of disability in African American
slavery from the primary record, analyzing how concepts
of race, disability, and power converged in the United
States in the first half of the nineteenth century. Slaves
with physical and mental impairments often faced unique
limitations and conditions in their diagnosis, treatment,
and evaluation as property. Slaves with disabilities
proved a significant challenge to white authority figures,
torn between the desire to categorize them as different
or defective and the practical need to incorporate their
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could sometimes allow slaves to escape the limitations of
bondage and oppression, and establish a measure of
self-control. Furthermore, ideas about and reactions to
disability--appearing as social construction, legal
definition, medical phenomenon, metaphor, or
masquerade--highlighted deep struggles over bodies in
bondage in antebellum America.
The author of Race for Profit carries out “[a] searching
examination of the social, political and economic
dimensions of the prevailing racial order” (Michelle
Alexander, author of The New Jim Crow). In this winner
of the Lannan Cultural Freedom Prize for an Especially
Notable Book, Keeanga-Yamahtta Taylor “not only
exposes the canard of color-blindness but reveals how
structural racism and class oppression are joined at the
hip” (Robin D. G. Kelley, author of Freedom Dreams).
The eruption of mass protests in the wake of the police
murders of Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri, and
Eric Garner in New York City have challenged the
impunity with which officers of the law carry out violence
against black people and punctured the illusion of a postracial America. The Black Lives Matter movement has
awakened a new generation of activists. In this stirring
and insightful analysis, activist and scholar KeeangaYamahtta Taylor surveys the historical and contemporary
ravages of racism and the persistence of structural
inequality, such as mass incarceration and black
unemployment. In this context, she argues that this new
struggle against police violence holds the potential to
reignite a broader push for black liberation. “This brilliant
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the long struggle for
freedom in America. Keeanga-Yamahtta Taylor has
emerged as the most sophisticated and courageous
radical intellectual of her generation.” —Dr. Cornel West,
author of Race Matters “A must read for everyone who
is serious about the ongoing praxis of freedom.”
—Barbara Ransby, author of Ella Baker and the Black
Freedom Movement “[A] penetrating, vital analysis of
race and class at this critical moment in America’s racial
history.” —Gary Younge, author of The Speech: The
Story Behind Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s Dream
Reflecting critically on the discipline of African American
studies is a complicated undertaking. Making sense of
the black American experience requires situating it within
the larger cultural, political-economic, and ideological
dynamics that shape American life. This volume moves
away from privileging racial commonality as the fulcrum
of inquiry and moves toward observing the quality of the
accounts scholars have rendered of black American life.
This book maps the changing conditions of black political
practice and experience from Emancipation to Obama
with excursions into the Jim Crow era, Black Power
radicalism, and the Reagan revolt. Here are essays,
classic and new, that define historically and conceptually
discrete problems affecting black Americans as these
problems have been shaped by both politics and
scholarly fashion. A key goal of the book is to come to
terms with the changing terrain of American life in view of
major Civil Rights court decisions and legislation.
This book examines how cultural and ideological
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women writers, 1965–1980. By recognizing and often
challenging prevailing cultural paradigms within the postCivil Rights era, writers such as Toni Morrison, Alice
Walker, Toni Cade Bambara, and Paule Marshall
fictionalized the black community in critical ways that
called for further examination of progressive activism
after the much publicized 'end' of the Civil Rights
Movement. Through their writings, the authors’
confronted marked shifts within African American
literature, politics and culture that proved detrimental to
the collective 'wellness' of the community at large.
'Marable contests what he considers to be an ineffectual
emphasis on electoral politics and argues that the future
of black liberation will have to be fought out on activist
terrain. This work offers invaluable theoretical and
practical guidance to scholars and activists alike.' Angela
Y. DavisA bold collection of essays by one of America's
most prominent scholar/activists, Black Liberation in
Conservative America defines the crises and challenges
confronting black America on the eve of the twenty-first
century. '
The title, "It Happened Here Too: The Black Liberation
Movement of St. Louis, Missouri," is a response to the
inadequate examination of the Midwest in Civil Rights
movement scholarship in general but more specifically,
scholarship that continues to ignore the city of St. Louis and
the civil rights struggle that took place there. At the turn of the
century we have entered into a new phase in the study of the
Civil Rights movement. Historians have begun to investigate
local movements, uncovering the nuances and various forms
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movements, they have also begun to erase the sharp division
between the Civil Rights movement and the so called Black
Power movement, no longer seeing a strict demarcation
between two separate movements. However, while historians
have begun looking at the "classical period" of the Civil Rights
movement of the '50s and '60s, on a local level, few historians
have examined the latter years of the movement, the so
called Black Power years, from a similar local perspective.
Failure to consider the movement outside of the Deep South
has caused historians to focus primarily on the transition to
Black Power by organization such as SNCC, a group that did
not exist in St. Louis. On the other hand, when historians do
examine Black Power in the North, the primary subject of
focus is most often the Black Panthers. This work fills in this
gap by examining these latter years of the Civil Rights
movement, the so called Black Power years, from the local
perspective of St. Louis, Missouri.
The first in-depth study that reveals the imagery in, story
behind, and significance of the Wall of Respect, a mural on
Chicago's South Side whose creation and evolution
exemplified the Black Arts Movement in the United States in
the late 1960s.
An invaluable resource that documents the Black Power
Movement by its cultural representation and promotion of selfdetermination and self-defense, and showcases the
movement's influence on Black communities in America from
1965 to the mid-1970s. • Gives students and general readers
a comprehensive overview of the Black Power Movement and
an understanding of its importance within the turbulence and
politics of the 1960s and 1970s in the United States as well
as in the context of modern-day civil rights • Provides insight
into important concepts such as Black self-determination,
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activists • Offers topical and biographical entries, a timeline of
events, and a bibliography of key print and nonprint sources
of additional information
This book discusses racial segregation in American cities.
Using St. Louis as a point of departure, it examines the
causes and consequences of residential segregation, and
proposes potential mitigation strategies. While an
introduction, timeline and historical overview frame the
subject, nine topic-specific conversations – between invited
academics, policy makers and urban professionals – provide
the main structure. Each of these conversations is
contextualized by a photograph, an editors’ note and an
essay written by a respected current or former St. Louisan.
The essayists respond to the conversations by speaking to
the impacts of segregation and by suggesting innovative
policy and design tactics from their professional or academic
perspective. The purpose of the book, therefore, is not to
provide original research on residential segregation, but
rather to offer a unique collection of insightful,
transdisciplinary reflections on the experience of segregation
in America and how it might be addressed.
Ultimately, Black Power reveals a black freedom movement in
which the ideals of desegregation through nonviolence and
black nationalism marched side by side.
Kentucky occupied an unusual position with regard to slavery
during the Civil War as well as after. Since the state never
seceded, the emancipation proclamation did not free the
majority of Kentucky's slaves; in fact, Kentucky and Delaware
were the only two states where legal slavery still existed when
the thirteenth amendment was adopted by Congress. Despite
its unique position, no historian before has attempted to tell
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Liberation in Kentucky fills this void in the history of slavery
and emancipation. In doing so, however, he does not just
chronicle the experiences of black Kentucky, because as he
notes in his introduction, "such a work would distort the past
as much as a book concerned solely with white people."
Beginning with an overview of the situation before the war,
Howard examines reactions to the emancipation proclamation
and how the writ was executed in Kentucky. He also explores
the role the army played, both during the war as freed black
enlisted and after the war as former slaves transitioned to
freedom. The situation for former slaves in Kentucky was just
as precarious as in other southern states, and Howard
documents the challenges they faced from keeping families
together to finding work. He also documents the early fights
for civil rights in the state, detailing battles over the right to
testify in court, black suffrage, and access to education. As
Black Liberation in Kentucky shows, Kentucky's slaves fought
for their freedom and rights from the beginning, refusing to
continue in bondage and proving themselves accomplished
actors destined to play a critical role in Civil War and
Reconstruction.
This book offers a response to the inadequate examination of
the Midwest in Civil Rights Movement scholarship scholarship that continues to ignore the city of St. Louis and
the Black liberation struggle that took place there. Jolly
examines this local movement and organizations such as the
Black Liberators, Mid-City Congress, Jeff Vander Lou
Community Action Group, DuBois Club, CORE, Zulu 1200s,
and the Nation of Islam to illuminate the larger Black
liberation struggle in the Midwest in the mid- and late 1960s.
Furthermore, this work details the larger atmosphere and
conditions in St. Louis, Missouri and the Midwest from which
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Black liberation and Black Nationalism. As racial oppression
in the United States was equated with neo-colonialism and
internal-colonialism, this discussion reveals the global nature
of white supremacy, race and class oppression and
exploitation, as well as the material and ideological
relationship between local and transnational liberation
movements.
A sharp and insightful analysis of movements against racism,
with essential lessons for today's struggles.
An important womanist voice speaks clearly to the volatile
race and class dynamics that continue to shape the debate
over the African-American experience. Riggs argues that
social stratification has not only seriously damaged social
cooperation among blacks, but has also encouraged social
dysfunction by nurturing irrational class competition.
In the history of black America, the image of the mortal,
wounded, and dead black body has long been looked at by
others from a safe distance. Courtney Baker questions the
relationship between the spectator and victim and urges
viewers to move beyond the safety of the "gaze" to cultivate a
capacity for humane insight toward representations of human
suffering. Utilizing the visual studies concept termed the
"look," Baker interrogates how the notion of humanity was
articulated and recognized in oft-referenced moments within
the African American experience: the graphic brutality of the
1834 Lalaurie affair; the photographic exhibition of lynching,
Without Sanctuary ; Emmett Till's murder and funeral; and the
devastation caused by Hurricane Katrina. Contemplating
these and other episodes, Baker traces how proponents of
black freedom and dignity used the visual display of violence
against the black body to galvanize action against racial
injustice. An innovative cultural study that connects visual
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Childhood joy, pleasure, and creativity are not often
associated with the civil rights movement. Their ties to the
movement may have faded from historical memory, but these
qualities received considerable photographic attention in that
tumultuous era. Katharine Capshaw’s Civil Rights Childhood
reveals how the black child has been—and continues to be—a
social agent that demands change. Because children carry a
compelling aura of human value and potential, images of
African American children in the wake of Brown v. Board of
Education had a powerful effect on the fight for civil rights. In
the iconography of Emmett Till and the girls murdered in the
1963 Birmingham church bombings, Capshaw explores the
function of children’s photographic books and the image of
the black child in social justice campaigns for school
integration and the civil rights movement. Drawing on works
ranging from documentary photography, coffee-table and art
books, and popular historical narratives and photographic
picture books for the very young, Civil Rights Childhood
sheds new light on images of the child and family that
portrayed liberatory models of blackness, but it also considers
the role photographs played in the desire for consensus and
closure with the rise of multiculturalism. Offering rich analysis,
Capshaw recovers many obscure texts and photographs
while at the same time placing major names like Langston
Hughes, June Jordan, and Toni Morrison in dialogue with
lesser-known writers. An important addition to thinking about
representation and politics, Civil Rights Childhood ultimately
shows how the photobook—and the aspirations of childhood
itself—encourage cultural transformation.
Since its very beginnings, St. Louis has been at the forefront
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courtroom by challenging the country to live up to the ideals
outlined in the Declaration of Independence. St. Louisans
have fought for civil rights in housing, property, education,
health care, voting rights, and criminal justice, creating
landmark cases that have reshaped America. The fight has
not been without victories but has often been laced with
tragedy, pain, and suffering. St. Louisans have always been a
driving force for change. St. Louis was the site of some of the
earliest civil rights protests before Missouri entered statehood
in the early 1800s. George Vaughn fought in the Supreme
Court to end restrictive covenants and housing discrimination
in the 1940s. Unarmed Michael Brown's death brought
attention to the area, placing the Black Lives Matter
movement in the nation's forefront in 2014. The civil rights
movement in St. Louis illustrates the unfinished work to live
up to America's promise.
This book analyzes the community programs of the Black
Panther Party, specifically those of the Milwaukee branch,
with the aim of dispelling many of the existing stereotypes
about the Party. Misconceptions range from the Party being
labeled as bent on the violent destruction of the United States
to it being an overwhelmingly sexist group. This book
challenges stereotypes such as these by examining the
community programs of the Party and by looking at the role of
women in the Party. Witt argues that the Party was not an
extremist group dedicated to overthrowing the government of
the United States, but rather an organization committed to
providing essential community services for lower-income and
working-class African American communities around the
nation.
WINNER OF: Frantz Fanon Outstanding Book from the
Caribbean Philosophical Association Canadian Political
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recognition has become the dominant mode of negotiation
and decolonization between the nation-state and Indigenous
nations in North America. The term “recognition” shapes
debates over Indigenous cultural distinctiveness, Indigenous
rights to land and self-government, and Indigenous peoples’
right to benefit from the development of their lands and
resources. In a work of critically engaged political theory,
Glen Sean Coulthard challenges recognition as a method of
organizing difference and identity in liberal politics,
questioning the assumption that contemporary difference and
past histories of destructive colonialism between the state
and Indigenous peoples can be reconciled through a process
of acknowledgment. Beyond this, Coulthard examines an
alternative politics—one that seeks to revalue, reconstruct, and
redeploy Indigenous cultural practices based on selfrecognition rather than on seeking appreciation from the very
agents of colonialism. Coulthard demonstrates how a “placebased” modification of Karl Marx’s theory of “primitive
accumulation” throws light on Indigenous–state relations in
settler-colonial contexts and how Frantz Fanon’s critique of
colonial recognition shows that this relationship reproduces
itself over time. This framework strengthens his exploration of
the ways that the politics of recognition has come to serve the
interests of settler-colonial power. In addressing the core
tenets of Indigenous resistance movements, like Red Power
and Idle No More, Coulthard offers fresh insights into the
politics of active decolonization.
For almost four decades, William Sherrill was a critical leader
of Marcus Garvey's Universal Negro Improvement
Association(UNIA) and a leading African American intellectual
and activist in 1930s and 1940s Detroit. But until now,
Sherrill's leadership and activism has never been detailed. As
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Nationalism and Pan-Africanism re-emerged. Sherrill
represents a bridge between the African American selfdetermination of the1920s and 1930s and African American
activism from the 1950s through the 1960s. This book
explains how Sherrill carried the UNIA and Garveyism into the
post-war period andemphasizes the enduring traditions of
African American self-determination, race-based institution
building, economic and political empowerment, and cultural
centering from the1910s through the 1960s. The story of
William Sherrill re-conceptualizes the study of Garvey,
Garveyism, and the UNIA.&ltBR> This book would be ideal
for upper-level undergraduate or graduate-level courses in
African American history, the Civil Rights Movement, Black
freedom struggle, Black liberation, Black nationalism, panAfricanism, Detroit history, urban history, and urban studies.
Until recently, scholars believed that African American
children's literature did not exist before 1900. Now, Who
Writes for Black Children? opens the door to a rich archive of
largely overlooked literature read by black children. This
volume's combination of analytic essays, bibliographic
materials, and primary texts offers alternative histories for
early African American literary studies and children's literature
studies. From poetry written by a slave for a plantation school
to joyful "death biographies" of African Americans in the
antebellum North to literature penned by African American
children themselves, Who Writes for Black Children? presents
compelling new definitions of both African American literature
and children's literature. Editors Katharine Capshaw and
Anna Mae Duane bring together a rich collection of essays
that argue for children as an integral part of the nineteenthcentury black community and offer alternative ways to look at
the relationship between children and adults. Including two
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primary texts, Who Writes for Black Children? broadens our
ideas of authorship, originality, identity, and political
formations. In the process, the volume adds new texts to the
canon of African American literature while providing a fresh
perspective on our desire for the literary origin stories that
create canons in the first place. Contributors: Karen Chandler,
U of Louisvil? Martha J. Cutter, U of Connecticut; LuElla
D'Amico, Whitworth U; Brigitte Fielder, U of WisconsinMadison; Eric Gardner, Saginaw Valley State U; Mary Niall
Mitchell, U of New Orleans; Angela Sorby, Marquette U; Ivy
Linton Stabell, Iona Colle? Valentina K. Tikoff, DePaul U;
Laura Wasowicz; Courtney Weikle-Mills, U of Pittsburgh;
Nazera Sadiq Wright, U of Kentucky.

The first biography of Asian American activist and Black
Panther Party member Richard Aoki
The autobiography of an African-American communist
reveals what it was like growing up as a black man in
twentieth-century America and chronicles his introduction
to, and partnership with, the Communist party in the
1930s.
12.5 million Africans were shipped to the New World
during the Middle Passage. While just over 11.0 million
survived the arduous journey, only about 450,000 of
them arrived in the United States. The rest-over ten and
a half million-were taken to the Caribbean and Latin
America. This astonishing fact changes our entire picture
of the history of slavery in the Western hemisphere, and
of its lasting cultural impact. These millions of Africans
created new and vibrant cultures, magnificently
compelling syntheses of various African, English,
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except for certain popular, cross-over musical forms. So
Henry Louis Gates, Jr. set out on a quest to discover
how Latin Americans of African descent live now, and
how the countries of their acknowledge-or deny-their
African past; how the fact of race and African ancestry
play themselves out in the multicultural worlds of the
Caribbean and Latin America. Starting with the slave
experience and extending to the present, Gates unveils
the history of the African presence in six Latin American
countries-Brazil, Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Haiti,
Mexico, and Peru-through art, music, cuisine, dance,
politics, and religion, but also the very palpable presence
of anti-black racism that has sometimes sought to keep
the black cultural presence from view.
This book examines the evolution of Black Power
activism at the local level. Comprised of essays that
examine Black Power's impact at the grassroots level in
cities in the North, South, Mid-West and West, this
anthology expands on the profusion of new scholarship
that is taking a second look at Black Power.
In this comprehensive history of the Illinois Chapter of
the Black Panther Party (ILBPP), Chicago native Jakobi
Williams demonstrates that the city's Black Power
movement was both a response to and an extension of
the city's civil rights movement. Williams focuses on the
life and violent death of Fred Hampton, a charismatic
leader who served as president of the NAACP Youth
Council and continued to pursue a civil rights agenda
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based Black Panther Party. Framing the story of
Hampton and the ILBPP as a social and political history
and using, for the first time, sealed secret police files in
Chicago and interviews conducted with often reticent
former members of the ILBPP, Williams explores how
Hampton helped develop racial coalitions between the
ILBPP and other local activists and organizations.
Williams also recounts the history of the original Rainbow
Coalition, created in response to Richard J. Daley's
Democratic machine, to show how the Panthers worked
to create an antiracist, anticlass coalition to fight urban
renewal, political corruption, and police brutality.
Audience, Agency and Identity in Black Popular Culture
analyses black cultural representations that appropriate
anti-black stereotypes. Using examples from literature,
media, and art, Worsley examines how these cultural
products do not rework anti-black stereotypes into
seemingly positive images. Rather, they present antiblack stereotypes in their original forms and encourage
audiences not to ignore, but to explore them. Shifting
critical commentary from a need to censor these
questionable images, Worsley offers a complex
consideration of the value of and problems with these
alternative anti-racist strategies in light of stereotypes’
persistence. This book furthers our understanding of the
historical circumstances that are influencing
contemporary representations of black subjects that are
purposefully derogatory and documents the
consequences of these images.
This book engages cosmopolitanism—a critical mode
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and commonality—in
order to examine its particular deployment in the work of
several African American writers. Deeply influenced and
inspired by W. E. B. Du Bois, the writers closely
examined in this study—Jean Toomer, Jessie Fauset,
Langston Hughes and Albert Murray—have advanced
cosmopolitanism to meet its own theoretical principals in
the contested arena of racial discourse while remaining
integral figures in a larger tradition of cosmopolitan
thought. Rather than become mired in fixed categorical
distinctions, their cosmopolitan perspective values the
pluralist belief in the distinctiveness of different cultural
groups while allowing for the possibility of inter-ethnic
subjectivities, intercultural affiliations and change in any
given mode of identification. This study advances
cosmopolitanism as a useful model for like-minded critics
and intellectuals today who struggle with contemporary
debates regarding multiculturalism and universalism in a
rapidly, yet unevenly, globalizing world.
Alphabetically-arranged entries from J to N that explores
significant events, major persons, organizations, and
political and social movements in African-American
history from 1896 to the twenty-first-century.
Black Liberation in the MidwestThe Struggle in St. Louis,
Missouri, 1964-1970Routledge
The intellectual autobiography of a leading scholar in the
field of African American Studies. In this refreshingly
candid intellectual autobiography, Robert C. Smith traces
the evolution of his consciousness and identity from his
early days in rural Louisiana to his emergence as one of
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He interweaves
narrative with the
significant events and cultural flashpoints of the last half
of the twentieth century, including the Watts Rebellion,
the rise of the Black Power movement, the tumultuous
protests at Berkeley, and the sex and drug revolutions of
the 1960s. As a graduate student he experiences the
founding of Black Studies, the grounding in blackness at
Howard University, and, as a professor, the swirling
controversies and contradictions of Black Studies and
feminism at San Francisco State University. Smith also
locates his story in the context of the scholarly literature
on African American politics, imbuing it with his own
personal perspective. His account illuminates the past
but, at the same time, looks toward the future of the long
struggle by African American scholars to use knowledge
as a base of power in the fight against racism and white
supremacy. Robert C. Smith is Emeritus Professor of
Political Science at San Francisco State University. He is
the author of many books, including African American
Leadership (coauthored with Ronald W. Walters); John
F. Kennedy, Barack Obama, and the Politics of Ethnic
Incorporation and Avoidance; and Ronald W. Walters
and the Fight for Black Power, 1969–2010, all published
by SUNY Press.
An in-depth look at Black food and the challenges it
faces today For Black Americans, the food system is
broken. When it comes to nutrition, Black consumers
experience an unjust and inequitable distribution of
resources. Black Food Matters examines these issues
through in-depth essays that analyze how Blackness is
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Black individuals’ own
beliefs about what their cuisine should be. Primarily
written by nonwhite scholars, and framed through a
focus on Black agency instead of deprivation, the essays
here showcase Black communities fighting for the
survival of their food culture. The book takes readers into
the real world of Black sustenance, examining animal
husbandry practices in South Carolina, the work done by
the Black Panthers to ensure food equality, and Black
women who are pioneering urban agriculture. These
essays also explore individual and community values,
the influence of history, and the ongoing struggle to meet
needs and affirm Black life. A comprehensive look at
Black food culture and the various forms of violence that
threaten the future of this cuisine, Black Food Matters
centers Blackness in a field that has too often framed
Black issues through a white-centric lens, offering new
ways to think about access, privilege, equity, and justice.
Contributors: Adam Bledsoe, U of Minnesota; Billy Hall;
Analena Hope Hassberg, California State Polytechnic U,
Pomona; Yuson Jung, Wayne State U; Kimberly Kasper,
Rhodes College; Tyler McCreary, Florida State U;
Andrew Newman, Wayne State U; Gillian RichardsGreaves, Coastal Carolina U; Monica M. White, U of
Wisconsin–Madison; Brian Williams, Mississippi State U;
Judith Williams, Florida International U; Psyche WilliamsForson, U of Maryland, College Park; Willie J. Wright,
Rutgers U.
California is a state of immense contradictions. Home to
colossal wealth and long portrayed as a bastion of
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on the bottom of education indexes. Taking a unique,
multifaceted insider's perspective, First Strike delves into
the root causes of its ever-expansive prison system and
disastrous educational policy. Recentering analysis of
Black masculinity beyond public rhetoric, First Strike
critiques the trope of the "school-to-prison pipeline" and
instead explores the realm of public school as a form of
"enclosure" that has influenced the schooling (and denial
of schooling) and imprisonment of Black people in
California. Through a fascinating ethnography of a public
school in Los Angeles County, and a "day in the life tour"
of the effect of prisons on the education of Black youth,
Damien M. Sojoyner looks at the contestation over
education in the Black community from Reconstruction to
the civil rights and Black liberation movements of the
past three decades. Policy makers, school districts, and
local governments have long known that there is a
relationship between high incarceration rates and school
failure. First Strike is the first book that demonstrates
why that connection exists and shows how school
districts, cities and states have been complicit and can
reverse a disturbing and needless trend. Rather than rely
upon state-sponsored ideological or policy-driven models
that do nothing more than to maintain structures of
hierarchal domination, it allows us to resituate our
framework of understanding and begin looking for
solutions in spaces that are readily available and are
immersed in radically democratic social visions of the
future.
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